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CON-FORM
PLASTIC FORMWORK

The #1 pavement formwork system

Both straight and curved concrete pavements are made easy with Con-Form.  The 
plastic formwork system designed to ensure accurate and quality concrete pours in 
quick time. It’s lightweight, flexible, durable and extremely easy to use. Con-Form is 
a forward-thinking solution that suits a wide range of concreting applications. From 
straight edges to custom curves, Con-Form boards lend themselves to all shapes and 
forms. The Camlock system allows for quick set-up and adjustment and ensures a 
near-seamless finish. Reusable for several years, Con-Form boards lead to significant 
savings in terms of time, money, and effort.
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CON-FORM
BOARD RANGE

Con-Form Flexible Boards
Con-forms flexible boards are ideal for forming curved pavements 
such as driveways, foot paths, kerbing etc. Problems with 
conventional timber such as warping, twisting, knots and swelling 
are all eliminated with conform. 

How flexible is a board? A 4.8m board can be bent to touch end 
to end. 

Con-Form Super Flex Boards
Need some extra flex? Con-form super flex 
boards are ideal for tight radius work. The 
boards are designed to bend into very tight 
corners, giving that perfect curved finish. 

The boards still uses the same camlock 
system and can transition between the flexible 
boards and rigid boards using the appropriate 
joiner.

Con-Form Rigid Boards
Con-form rigid boards are a perfect 
replacement for heavy LVL timbers. 
Manufactured from the same virgin PVC as 
the flex boards, the rigid boards feature an 
extra internal flange to make them rigid. 

They can transition seamlessly between 
flexible and super flex boards using the 
proprietary joiners and also feature the same 
groove in the back of the board to accept the 
camlock.
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CON-FORM
ACCESSORIES RANGE

Camlock
The camlock fitting can be inserted at any point along a 
board by simply twisting and locking it into the groove on the 
back of the board. The steel pin is then driven between the 
board and the camlock before a quick twist of the camlock 
handle locks the board in place.  Typically require 4-5 per 
length of conform. 

Formwork Pins
The con-form camlock fitting locks on to a round steel peg. 
Pegs are available in 300mm, 450mm and 600mm lengths 
depending on application. The pegs also include a series of 
holes for use with conventional timber formwork if required. 

End Connectors
Con-form’s end connectors simply slide into the cavity at the 
end of a board. The next board can then simply slide over 
the connector to create an almost seamless connection. 
Suitable for both rigid and flexible boards.

Exterior Corner Connector
Exterior corner connectors are only available for the 90mm 
boards. They enable a 90° corner to be installed anywhere 
along the length of a board eliminating the need for cutting 
to length. 
One end slides into the end of the board like an end 
connector, the other end slides over the top of the adjoining 
board and is fastened using a camlock.

Hinge Connectors
Hinge connectors enable joins between boards of almost 
any angle. The connector simply slides into the end of each 
board and can be hinged in any direction. 
They are available  in the following combinations:

90mm Flex/Rigid to 90mm Flex/Rigid
150mm Flex/Rigid to 150mm Flex/Rigid
200mm Flex/Rigid to 200mm Flex/Rigid
90mm Flex/Rigid to 90mm Super Flex
90mm Superflex to 90mm Super Flex


